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1. Characteristics of strength weal' of cutting edges 
and the present state of research 

Interrupted machining as in face milling, planing and chiselling imposes 
load conditions on the cutting edges similar to those existing in the case of 
so-called impacts. In a short time, of the order of some milliseconds, the force 
acting on the cutting edge may increase to hundreds of kilograms giving a 
rate ofload increase ranging from 150 to 700 tons per sec. [4, 5], after this 
there follows a complete discharge in an equally short time. Until a conven
tional degree of hlunting is reached, the cutting edges are submitted to hun
dreds or even thousands of impacts per minute. In such conditions, the ultimate 
and the fatigue strength of the cutting edge may also influence wear. This is 
confirmed by observations of wear in cutting edges made of cemented carbides 
during the process of face milling and planing. 

On the basis of statistical data delivered by ccrtain factorics and tests 
conducted by the author for several years, it was stated that the wear of 
cemented carbide tips caused by fracture and chipping made up 70 to 90% 
of the total of worn out tips [2, 4, 5, 6]. This fact clearly shows that 
previous research on the wear of cutting edges for abrasive blunting in the 
process of interrupted machining does not apply in the majority of cases. 

The analysis carried out on wear of cemented carbides indicates that 
this is, at present, one of the basic problems in manufacturing technology. 
Research in the field of the strength wear of cutting edges made of cemented 
carbides are closely connected with the problem of efficient machining, the 
development of which can he observed in the general development of the tech
nical process, the weak point of which is the tooling prohlem. 

In evaluating the general progress in research in the field of the strength 
wear of cemented carbides it may be stated that previous research on the 
ultimate wear is relatiyely the most advanced [1, 3, 4, 5, 6], while 
research of the fatigue wear is fragmentary; only test pieces with a rectangular 
or round cross-section are considered without involving the influence of the 
shape of the investigated elemcnt resembling the cutting edges particularly 
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as to fatigue strength. Attempt is being made to extend results obtained in 
this way to cover phenomena occurring in interrupted machining [7]. Labora
tory model research for the strength wear ef c{mented carbide cutting edges 

according to papers published so far-has not been carried out in a method
ical way, especially in the field of fatigue wear. There is a lack of knowledge 
of relations existing between the geometry of the cutting edges, the magnitude 
of the area of the acting force and pressure on strength wear. 

2. Conditions, test arrangement and apparatus 

Laboratory research on strength "wear covered cemented carbides of 
a wolfram-titanium group (P20 according to ISO) is being the most frequently 
uspd for cutting cdges of machining tools working at varying loads. Tips of 
carbides originated from one hatch from which test Eppcimens were taken at 
random for the determination of strength properties and structure. 

The folIo"wing physical propprties w('re established experimentally: 

Rg = 100.3 . 2.31 Kp/mm 2 [0,983 = 0.0216 ~: J 

08 - 01'>K ! ,10 08- ~V1Nml , ;) == . - pTTI'Cm~ i ' ;) ··m2"·_·\ 

specific gravity" = 11.501 Glcm:1 11.27 I [ 
KNl 

_ " m 2 J 

hardness 90.5 = 1.35 HRA at the load of 60 Kp. 

Yfetallographic examination of s})f'cimen platcs showed: 
- 011 a microsection not submitted to etching th(' normal porosity 

together with few graphite inclusions. 
- on the microsection etched hv the tarnish method the following 

microstructure was stated: on the background of a dark f3 phase-light crystals 

mainly of the 7.1 phase (very fine) and of the :;(2 phase (large). 
The fracture of the cemented carbide was light, ;;hining. red in hue. 

conchoidal. l\" 0 pores. fissurps. inclusiol1s or other defects wpre stated in the 

macrostructure. 
Surfaces of plates werl' ground on a grindin g machinl' with an elastic 

clamp with grinding whepls of hardness H C\" orton) and then finished by 
diamond grinding wheel and snhmittpd to lapping by the polishing paste 

with B1C grains. 
Testing the influence of stereometry and dimensions of cutting edges 

at unit pressure was carried out on a pulsator of the author's construction 
(Patent Polish People's Republic ~r. 55735) fitted with a strain gauge (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. ]. Stand "'ith th(' measuring: apparatus for fatigue tests of cemented carbide plateS 

Self-adjusting fastening of the end to the piston rud of a pulsator created 
such conditions that the force of the pressure was pf'rpcndicular to the surfac!" 
of the cutting edges and was uniformh- distrihutf'd over the surface. 

3. ,Motivation of the methodology of aIElysis of results 

The infIuencf' of the cutting edge angle (,,-c;dge) r] and of the magnitude 
of the surface exposed to the force causing the strength wear may he treated 
as a complex of main causes. Cemented carhides helong to the hrittle and 
heterogeneous materials which create a number of random causes influcncing 

strength properties. 
In connection ,,-ith this, cemented carbides are especially suitable for 

research applying mathematical statistics methods. 
The condition of applicahility of this method in research on mass phenom

ena is to show that the examined magnitudes haye the features of random 
yariables which, in the case of cementcd carhide cutting edges, are as follows: 

a) Strength quantities arc the random function of space edges in the 
defin ed yolume of material. There is no reproducihility of the results in these 
meas urements as cemented carhides are a heterogeneous material containing 
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stronger and weaker elements (various sizes of grains and pores, various shapes 
of pores, various inclusions and so on). The grain boundaries may be oriented 
unfavourably from the point of vie"w of stress distribution; 

b) The applied methods of measurement of strength wear in many cascs 
do not exclude random influences acting during measurement on the value of 
the measured coefficients, e.g. the accuracy of placing the specimens. accuracy 
of the adherence of the pulsator element pressing on to the surface of the 
specimen wedge and so on. 

The random character of fatigue strength of cemented carhide cutting 
edges is also justified hy the following additional causes: 

- The process of the dislocation formation at pl'odueing a fatigue 
fracture is of random character as a rule [8]; 

The small volume of the cutting edge wedge and small dimensions 
of the surface area exposed to pulsating force determine in particular the 
influence of the scale effect according to W. VlEIBULL [9]. 

To express mathematically the influence of examined parameters forming 
the set of main causes of the strength weal' of the cutting edges when marginal 
causes exist, statistical methods were applied to estimate the components of 

a mass process. 

4. Results and analysis of tests on strength wear of cemented 
carhide cutting edges 

Specimens were characterized hy a varying angle fJ of the cutting edge 
(Fig. 2); the thickness of tips (plates) was constant and was 14 mm. The magni
tude of the area of the force acting on the cutting edge was established for 
a given dimension b and angle (3 of a plate hy increasing width a. The plate 
'was mechanically fixed to the surface of the pulsator table and adjusted using 
a micrometer screw. 

a 
f---i ' 
! I , 
~~------------------~ 

Fig. 2. Characteristic measures of a model-plate of the tested cutting edge on the strength wear 
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4·.1. Ultimate wear of the cutting edge 

On account of the possibility of observation it was assumed (according 
to other authors [4]), that ultimate wear of the cutting edge will be taken to 
be the chipping of the cutting edge occurring during the first five changes in 
pressure (I = 1- 5). 

The aim of investigations 'was to establish the destructive pressure p, 
depending on the cutting edge angle and on the width of area of the acting force. 

Analyzing the influence of the angle /3 of a cutting edge (wedge) -Fig. 3-
it may be stated that with the increase of the angle the magnitude of the 
pressure destructing the cutting edge increases as well as the field of the scatter 
of results, which is in agreement with WO. W-eibull's theory. 

The influence of the angle rJ on the mean value of the pressure destructing 
the cutting edge may be expressed by the following formula: 

(1) 

Values of the coefficient x, dependent on the range of the angle fJ and the width 
of the area a, exposed to a destructing force are shown in Table I. 

p 
GN -------- .----------c::c:-:-::-;; 
m2 

·360 3,6 -

·--340 3.4 

-_·_;·--·--320 3,2 

.. "" ---300 3.0 

--·· .. ·---280 2,8 -

-2002,0 . 

·180 1,8 . 

-. lOO 1,0 

80 O,B 

60 0.6 ~ __ 

{) ((fJ,a) 

1=1.;.5 b=15mm 

a --~--------------------~-------~~--------------------
mm 1,1; 1.2 O,B 0,6 70 BD 90 100 po 
Fig. 3. The influence of cutting edge angle fJ and the width of the area of the acting force on 

the magnitude of the pressure p chipping cutting edge 
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Table I 

The value of exponent x of the influence of the cutting edge angle fi 
on the magnitude of distructiye pressure 

(. [mm] 

0.5 0.7 

0.71-0.9 

0.91-1.05 

1.06-1.2 

1.21 lA 

Cutting edge angle /3 

70 75 80 85 

-{----

-c----- 1.04 ---.--- ---+ +--- -------.-

+--- 2.9- 3.1 --------- ----+ +--

-0(---- 2.9-3.1 ---- ---+ +---

..,. 2.9-3.1---· .-------- -----, 

90 100 

S.0-5.S ----- -----+ 

5.0-5.5 ------? 

5.2-5.5 ----- ----.--

5.2-5.5 -----------+ 

4.:2. The f'!tigue H'('ar of a clItting edge 

The rpsearch carried out by thc author sho\\-ed that the measured param-
eters: p.;3, a influence the num!wr of cyclcs up to fatigue wear of the 
cutting cdge. 

To find curves fitted to points scattcred in the coordinate system created 
many difficultips. It is known that the method of least squares gi'Hs fitting 

which fulfils the following conditions: 

o 

(3) 

where x 2 is obtained from thc found function. 
It has been stated, for the majority of tf'sts, that e.g. the sf'ctmd-degree 

curVf' of parabolic shape fulfils the aboye conditions, which means that thcre 
is no other better suited parabola of second degree. This does not mean, 
however, that this parabola is the most suitable, as it would he possihle to 
find another curve better suited that would give a less sum of squares of 
deviation than the sum of squares of the former ClHve. Thus the method of 
least squares does not sohI.' the problem equivalently i:l spite of giving in 
regression the essential result which cannot be rej ected. The statement of 
correlation does not always give the right to draw the conclusion that the 
obtained curve defined hy a gencral equation x2 = f(x l ) is the estimation of 
the unknown theoretical curve .u 2 = f(x 1) expressing the dependence hetween 

the random variables Xl and x 2' 

In searching for a curve of a shape best approximating the problem, 
vanous shapes were analyzed using a computer "Odra 1013" produced in 
Poland. 
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The curves best approximating the obtained results, took the form, 
according to a system of normal equations 

Eln 
InC (f 

<::0 (4) 
n n 

.:; 
In C - a 

C (5) 
n n n 

where: 11 the number of tests carried out. 
After transformation we ohtain: 

-x, e!n C--g In x, 

C sing thp formula: 

(7) 
11 

(8) 
11 

when': -'"2 
Tl 

The ohseryed ,-ahF' of a coefficien t of hyperholical regressIOll was cal

culated: 

(9) 

Assuming that the random variahh· (x,. x:!) has a normal distrihution, 

the hypothesis Ho (Qo = 0) was put forward. 
To verify thl' assumed hypothesis Ho th(· quantity expressed hv the 

formula was used: 

( 10) 

which has t-Student's distribution with (n --:2) degress of fn'eclOl11. The veri
fication aecording to hypothesi,. Ho sen-eel as a basis for the statement of an 
essential correlation hetween variahles Xl and X 2 and the established equation 
of a curve was recognized as an estimation of the function,u 2 = f(x l ) expressing 
the correctness occurring in the investigated population. The ahove function 
expresses an ahsolute regularity which would exist when only the complex 
of main causes acted on mass phenomena, hut Equation (6) determines the 
mean value i% of the random variable X 2 "when the variahle Xl assumes various 

5 
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90 BD 70 60 
P GN 

m2 09 ]'B 0,7 0,6 103 ID" 105 106 10 7 I 
Number of load changes of the edge 

Fig. 4. The influence of the magnitude of the angle f! on the number of changes of the cutting 
edge load J up to the appearance of fatigue ,,-ear with various magnitudes of the pressure p 

P 

and with n ranging from n 0.9;; to 1.15 mm: J ((13. p) 

100-----, 

j3 ! = r (/3.p) 

b =15 mm 

-'r---I.---,-------t 95 --- a 1,O-1,35mm 

kp--- .-~-.--"--

mm2 90 80 70 60 

GtY 102 
m2 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,6 

Number of load changes of the edge 

Fig. 5. The influence of the magnitude of cutting edge angle /3 on the numher of load changes 
of cutting edge J up to the appearance of fatigue wear with yarious yalues of pressure p and 

with a ranging from n = 1.0 to 1.35 mm 
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values. Since the curve given in (6) is the approximation of absolute regularity, 
hence the mean values x2 are estimates of expected values !£2' 'what permits 
the formulation 

(11) 

4.2.1. The correlation between the cutting edge angle f3 and the number 
of changes of its load J up to reaching the fatigue strength with constants b 
and in certain periods a and p. The above correlation is illustrated by Figs '1-
and 5 and examples of fractures are illustrated by photos in Fig. 6. 

With the increase of angle f3 the number of changes of cutting edgc load 
J increases until its chipping in an inverse ratio begins. 

Between the number of load changes J and the value of the angle f3 
- as sho'wn in Table II - there is a strong curvilinear correlation in series of 
tests Nr. 128 and 131 and a slightly weaker correlation in series of tests 129 
(for the range 75° < f3 < 100°). Verification of the hypothesis Ho (eo = 0) 
on the level of essentiality c<: = 0.05 permits its rejection in series of tests 
128, 131 and 129. In these tests the values of the coefficient are essential. 

In series of tests Nr. 130 the hypothesis Ho cannot be rejected. The 
obtained equations of the hyperbolas of the type 

(12) 

are an evaluation for the test series 128, 129. 131 (approximation) of unknown 

functions .u 2 = f(x 1 )· 

At some ...-alues of the angle f3 < 75° a rapid decrease of a number of 
changes of cutting edge load J follows up to the appearance of fatigue chipping 
in the examined ranges of pressures. The established hyperbolic regression 
does not involve the values of the angle /3 < 75°. 

4.2.2. The influence of the magnitude of pressure p on the amount of 
changes of load J up to reaching the fatigue strength for various values of 
angle F3 for ranges a1 = 1.06 - 1.2 and a 2 = 1.2 - 1.4 mm (Figs 7 and 8). 

The results of investigations are sho'wn in Tables In and IV. Positive 
results are ohtained when analyzing the series of tests No. 3, 1,36,37,49,51,55. 

In the remaining series of tests there is no value of coefficient of hyper
bolic regression 1], or the value Q is small and for thc high magnitude P the 
hypothesis Ho cannot he rej ected. 

In positive results the curvilinear - hyperbolic correlation 0.475 < 
.< Q < 0.952 appears between the quantity of changes of load J and the 
pressure p on the cutting edge. In connection with this it is possihle to accept 
the estahlished equations as the approximations of the function .u 2 = f(x 1 ) 

expressing the regularity occurring in the examined population. 

5* 
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Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6lI. rJ Fig. 6b. ,! 

Fig. 6c. P = 75' Fig. 6d. P 90" 
The influence of cutting edge angle r3 011 the range and the appearance of the fatigue 

fracture of cenlented carbide S~O cutting edge~ (P:20 according to ISO) 
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:: ~:Si-:s .1 
701Q7··~~ 
6e J 05' 

::1::·"········ 

! = r (p,f]) 

:!umi::e." o( food c;hanges of the edge 

69 

Fig,-:-, The influence of the \'alue of the pressure p on the amount ',f load ClI tting: edge changes 
up to the appearance of fatigue wear -;,-ith the changes in cutting: edg:e <1ndcs ,B and ,dth a 

ranging from (/ = 1.05 to 1.20: J = f(p, fJ) 

1 = r (p,/3) 

/3° 1DC 90. 80 70 ~n2 103 iC" 105 :0 6 .,r;7 
!U ,0 

Number of load changes or .. he edge 

Fig. 8, The influence of value of pressure p on the number of changes in the load of cutting 
edge till the appearance of fatigue wear "ith changing cutting edge angle fJ and "ith {/ ranging 

from a = 1.2 to 1.4 mm 



Table n 
IteBu\t.s of analysis .1 C~ .f({J) t.he range 7S0 s,;/I :::::: lOO" for various values of t.he width 11 of lhe area of action of the pulsating force 

Nil I of t.UHt ,~ 

J-leI'J('s 

130 15 
128 IS 
13J IS 
129 1;' 

Nu 
uf tl:i'll 

:·lI'ril'~' 

SI 15 
5S ,I;' 

:1 15 
I I;' 

No 
Hf leHI 
lieri(~H 

1I9 I;' 
'1,6 I;' 

11,2 15 
37 IS 
:Hi 

i IS 

ConHtuntl' ill I('Ht !writ'!> NlIllllH'I'I 
IIf 

Ilppei-

I' nH'fll< 

Kp!nlJlIV' 

0.951.15 6;'-75 :1:1 
O.9S-- US 76--8S :Hi 
LOO,-1.35 65-7;' :IB 
LOO,I.35 76 ' BS >12 

L' 

O.2(i<J. 
(I.7S:1 
O.S90 
OA2:~ 

1.;'3:' 
6.6ll0 
k,W6 
2.!)O;' 

1'(1111 ::0.:1) 

I' 0.1363 
I' :> (J.OO 
I' :> (l.OO 
I' (l.oo,n 

Table III 

Hn(Qn::::;'; 0) 

(",auuot. be rejeeted 
reject 
rejed 
rejecl 

"" ~~/(x,) .T=f(fJ) 

.T,e e- H,7/lfl+,J,Gfl/l 111(/,°-60) 
J = C-- lO ,ft[,2+5,028 In (pU_flO) 

J :-.:-:; e- ll ,1<IfH-5,()<ISln (W'-OO) 

J :-:::; e -H,2W-H,bIJO In ({Jll -flU) 

Iteslllt.s of analysis.J /(1') for Ihe range of' angles 70" S, /1 100° \\'il h 11 1.06 t.o 1.2 mm 

CIlIlt;IIIIlI~ ill 1('l"1 "('fit'l< I Nu",I",l" of I 
--- HIH~{'i- I P(!lil I) Iln(en .;,., 0) :', =,,/(x,) .1=/(1') 

{I" IIH'IIH I 

I 

70 1.()6 1.20 2,1, 0.79'1, 6.100 [> :> 0.00 rejeet J = e:IR,:I,l:J -8,781 In p 

7;' 1.06 L20 2'1, 0.5;1;1 2.9M, p , 0.0,\7 rejeet J ~--: en? ,llll7 - 12.:UW lu p 

90 1.06-1.20 2:l 0.720 :1,.760 I' > 0.00 reject .J ::= n:J5,IlI):I-U,fll0 In p 

lOO 1.06 1.20 17 0.%2 12.12\. I' > 0.00 rejeet J ...:;:;:; c a,1,'1:l8-0,lul In p 

Table IV 
HeHlllts of the analysis J '/(1') for the range of angles 70°;S; (I S, JOOo with 11 = 1.2 to lA IllIll 

Cuusln,,11i in It'lit Hl'rieH 

,IU 

70 L20--IAO 
7;' 1.20--1AO I 

HO 1.2()--IAO 
90 1.20--1AO 

lOO I 1.20-1AO 

NmIlIH'l" 
of 

HIH'('i M 

IUPIH! 

20 
Iq 

IB 
19 
21 

OA7;; 
has JIO 

valne 
S" cc" ('/2 

O.2?? 
0.BB2 
0.676 

1'(1111:: I) lTn(Uu:::-:-:; 0) 

2.291 l' c= O.O'IB I reject 

1.15/1, P ccc O.2S0 canJ10 t he rej ec ted 
,1,.952 P< 0.002 reject 
2.755 p-~ O.O:H reject 

:',=/(x.) .J =/(1') 

J ;..=-...:; e:w,oao -H,H:IO In JI 

.T -=:-.:: e47 ,4:11) -H,!l2R In p 

J = e40,d25-B.l'i'1 In p 

.J = ,,38,727-7.101 In p 

.1 = e50 ,H26-!J,7:l0 In p 

.....) 
o 

~ 

il: :,.. 
~ :,.. 
tn 

~ .... 
Cl 

~ 
" N 
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For the remained test series - NI'. 42 and 46 the established functions 
approximate the theoretical model unsufficiently to the function of hyperbolic 
shape. From these test series with a changing range a and with the changing 
angle fJ it can be concluded an essential change of the main causes acting 
on these mass phenomena or else that the results of experiments contain an 
error of not random character. 

5. Conclusions 

The inyestigations carried out and their analysis permit the following 
conclusions. 

1. With the increase of the cutting edge angle t3 its influence on the 
magnitude of destructing force and on the number of load changes decreases 
up to the appearance of fatigue ·wear. It ,,-as possible to state that there exists 
a range of the value of the angle p for which its influence on the wear of thc 
cutting edge dictinctly changes. This range for the tested P20 plates (tips) 

according t::> ISO - was: 
- when establishing the force destructing the cutting edge: 75°--85°; 

when testing the fatigue strength of the cutting edge: 76° -80°. 
2. As a result of analysis and hy the use of the methods of mathematical 

statistics it was possihle to estahlish for the range of lahoratory research the 
dependence hetwecn the cutting edge angle 13 and the number of chang"'" in 
its load J in order to obtain the fatigue strc~gth in the form of a hyperholic 
equation L)T variom widths of the pressure field: 

J 
or 

J e 
where 

i",:: 
~. In Ci~ G In p--In fi-·ln a 
i=l 

Snmmary 

(13 ) 

(13a) 

This report presents research results for the influence of sintered carbide tips wedge 
angle on the fatigue wear. 

•. From the ~xperimental investigations and statistical analysis performed mathematical 
formulae have been established for the influence of the above mentioned angle on the number 
of changes of the tool point loads. ~ 
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